East View introduces the latest and most popular books for your Russian readers.

1. Stone Maples
   Kamennoe kleny
   Eltag, Lena
   $38.45
   The debut novel of the author that critics are calling “The best new Russian novelist today.” It is a skillful story of an amateur detective, featuring Irish legends, lost loves, witches and more! 416 p. AST/Astrel': Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785170561803. Item No: 820029B

2. This Other Eden
   Vtoroi Edem
   Elton, Ben
   $31.45
   Comedic apocalyptic satire by a bestselling author. If the end of the world is nigh, then surely it’s only sensible to make alternative arrangements? There are those who say that is treason against the entire world, but who cares what they think? Not Nathan. All he cares is that his movie gets made and that there’s somebody left to see it. 512 p. Inostranka: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785389002975. Item No: 820028B

3. Art
   World of Art
   “Mir ikustva”
   Galina, Ef shvekova
   $45.95
   A survey of one of the most famous and significant movements in the history of Russian art. With emphasis on its impact on Daghilev's Russian Seasons and the art of Europe. 48 p. Bely gorod: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 978577914626. Item No: 803557B

4. History
   Atlas of World War II Operations: 160 Maps of Battles and Combats
   Atlas operatsii Vtoroi mirovoi voiny: 160 kart razhenii i bitv [perevod sangliiskogo]
   Jordan, David
   $74.95
   Compiled by the British authors David Jordan and Andrew Vistom, this book includes more than 160 colorful cards in which all basic operations and battles occurring in 1939-1945 on land, sea, and air are revealed. The cards supply detailed comments and compliment the accompanying text. Of interest for a wide range of readers, the atlas details the largest confrontation in history. Translated from English. 253 p. EKSMO: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785699181216. Item No: 793192B

5. Children’s Books
   Daggy-Tiz
   Krapivin, Vladislav Petrovich
   $30.95
   Daggy-Tiz is the newest work of Krapivin, this book is about a child’s loneliness and the about grown-ups who don’t recognize that real friendship between generations can be a help ease a child’s loneliness in the face of a big, confusing world. 608 p. EKSMO: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785699263332. Item No: 819522B

The printed version of “New Releases & Bestsellers: Books in Russian” will cease with this issue.

We will distribute the newsletter in electronic copy, starting with the Fall 2009 issue.

If you would like to continue to receive our newsletter of Russian and other foreign languages, including Chinese and Arabic, please send an email to info@eastview.com and write in the subject area, “please add my email to your New Releases & Bestsellers distribution list”. Or fill out the form on page 8 and mail it to us.

We welcome your feedback on our newsletter, and we thank you for your continued interest!
A Golden Cloud Spent the Night
Nochevka tuchka zolotaya
Pristavkin, Anatoli Ignaevich $25.95
Translated into English as “The Inseparable Twins,” this breakthrough novel describes the miserable conditions life in an orphanage near Moscow during the years of World War II and the re-settlement to Chechnya. 288 p. AST/Astrel’: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785170500147. Item No: 811905B

A Labyrinth of Expulsion: A Novellette
Krest Islub: Evangeliye Ev Maldaliny
Fredriksson, Marian $40.95

Borderline Fairy-Tales About Kittens
Zagadochnye skazki; Stikhi (kh); Poemy
Petrushevskaia, Liudmila Stepanovna $45.95
This new release by Petrushesivka includes stories written in a variety of experimental genres; mysteries, borderline fairy-tales for adults, funny poems, and even some rap verse! 290 p. Armofa: St. Petersburg, 2008. ISBN: 9785389001701. Item No: 811908B

Donkey Jaw (87 Stories)
Kak zakalialas’ zhest’
Shchegolev, Aleksandr Georgievich $27.95
A shocking new novel by the author of “Tin!”, when a private “clinic” starts selling their patient’s organs and other parts for profit, one of their “patients” lashes against their nightmare practice. 385 p. EKSMO: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785699236237. Item No: 821541B

Dolce for Supper
Dolce uzhin
Filonova, Iulia $27.95
A deliciously wicked book for those who desire the truth about the Russian glamour scene. The protagonist of this story is a true cosmopolitan girl - successful in both her career and love-life. 384 p. EKSMO: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785387005657. Item No: 816163B

How the Tin Was Tempered
Kak zakalilas’ chest’
Shchegolev, Aleksandr Georgievich $27.95
A shocking new novel by the author of “Tin!”, when a private “clinic” starts selling their patient’s organs and other parts for profit, one of their “patients” lashes against their nightmare practice. 385 p. EKSMO: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785699236237. Item No: 821541B

I Came From Russia: Essays
IA prieshel iz Rossii: essi
Prilepin, Zakhar $24.39

Admiral
Admiral’ roman Eleny Tolstoi, omosvanie na polnoi versii literaturnogo stenarista Vladimira Valetskogo, vozdanogo pri uchenii Zoi Kudri [roman]
Tolstaia, Elena $36.45

Adolescent, Sotnik’s Grandson
Otrok, sotnik atron
Krasnitskii, Evgenii $25.45

Anti-Piter Prose
Antipeterskaya proza
Buzulukovii, A. N. $32.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Item No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fiction, continued</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Its Not Scary When Its Funny!</td>
<td>Zadornov, Mikhail Nikolaevich</td>
<td>$33.45</td>
<td>9785170532865</td>
<td>81543B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kogda smeshno, togda ne strashno!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Love of Electricity: Story of Leonid Krasin</td>
<td>Aksonov, Vasili Pavlovich</td>
<td>$33.42</td>
<td>97851705285265</td>
<td>82054B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisbova' k elektrichestvu: povest' o Leonide Krasine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hevy Sand</td>
<td>Rybakov, Anatoliy Naumovich</td>
<td>$34.45</td>
<td>9785699322824</td>
<td>820008B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vzadozhe pesok</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pindostan's Political Pygmies</td>
<td>Kabakov, Aleksandr Abramovich</td>
<td>$23.00</td>
<td>9785699305322</td>
<td>803266B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS: Farewell Songs of Pindostan's Political Pygmies</td>
<td>Plavtova, Viktoriia Evgen'evna</td>
<td>$30.95</td>
<td>9785170532865</td>
<td>815739B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5: proshchal'nye pesnie politicheeskikh pigmeev</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Role of Crystal Ware in Family Life</td>
<td>Kabakov, Aleksandr Abramovich</td>
<td>$26.95</td>
<td>9785699262991</td>
<td>817023B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rol' kristal'nye v semeinykh zhizni: pesni raznykh ekorov</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hunters for Barrows</td>
<td>Degtiarev, Vladimir</td>
<td>$27.95</td>
<td>978553329008</td>
<td>803920B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obozniki za kurganami</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stalingrad Metro Station: a Novel</td>
<td>Platova, Viktoriia Evgen'eva</td>
<td>$32.95</td>
<td>978570545749</td>
<td>81851B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stalingrad, stanitsa metro: roman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People With a Clear Conscience</td>
<td>Kozlova, Anna</td>
<td>$36.45</td>
<td>9785367006933</td>
<td>82154B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindi s chastii sweet'iu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Shooting Party</td>
<td>Chekhov, Anton Pavlovich</td>
<td>$26.95</td>
<td>9785170545407</td>
<td>81615B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drama na obshche</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaster Trumpeter or The End of the Movie</td>
<td>Poliakov, Iuri</td>
<td>$34.95</td>
<td>9785170567492</td>
<td>82061B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gipsovyi trubach, ili Konets fil'ma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For the best selection of books from Russia, contact East View.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone: 952.252.1201, Fax: 952.252.1202, email: <a href="mailto:books@eastview.com">books@eastview.com</a> or <a href="http://www.eastview.com/russian/books">www.eastview.com/russian/books</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the best selection of books from Russia, contact East View.
Phone: 952.252.1201, Fax: 952.252.1202, email: books@eastview.com or www.eastview.com/russian/books
Fiction, continued

Yashka's Children

Ishkhany deti
Shcherbakova, Galina Nikolaevna $32.95
The newest book by Galina Shcherbakova is an open and frank dialogue on Chekhov, whom she calls to be a witness of our days, which seem even more chaotic and cruel than those during his life. Her small stories bear the same names as Chekhov's stories but are written about ordinary people of today - her neighbors, colleagues and friends.

Twins

Blizyaty
Kudriavtsev, Dem'yan $34.95
This poet has written his first novel, and it's been praised by such varied, well-known authors as A. Voznesenski, Eduard Limonov and Lev Losev.

How Steel was Hardened-2 and 1/2

Peresud: roman
Volos, Andrei Germanovich $42.95
An excellent novel by the popular author, Andrei Volos, is the first book of a trilogy meant to give a panoramic view of Russian history from the Afghan war to terrorist activities of today.

Winner

Pobeditel'[roman]
Volos, Andrei Germa novich $42.95
An excellent novel by the popular author, Andrei Volos, is the first book of a trilogy meant to give a panoramic view of Russian history from the Afghan war to terrorist activities of today.

Baptized By Fire: Intruders From the Future

Kreshchenie ognem: vtorzhenie iz budushchego
Kalashnikov, Maksim $27.95
A psychological thriller about the future of war. Leaning heavily on the strategies of the Third Reich and modern Israel. The winner of tomorrow's wars will be the one that can attack from the future.

Eleven Suspects

Odinnadtsat' podozrevaemykh
Krasnov, Anton Vladimirovich $27.45
In this thriller, a bomb explodes during a soccer match in Istanbul. The coach of the Russian team is convinced the bomb was meant for his team.

Mute Witness

Nemst svoditel'
Shefer, Karlo $25.95
A brilliant debut detective novel by the best-selling Chinese author. A clever and persistent detective tries to unravel a crime while simultaneously struggling with State Security Services, who are desperately trying to stop him.

Re-trial: Novel

Pervozvon: roman
Slapovskii, Aleksii $34.95
One of the most terrifying thrillers of our times, it’s not written to frighten us, but to make us think. Follow five runaway criminals riding on an intercity bus as they start their own retrial, telling their story and allowing the passengers become their jury while simultaneously the author tells the real story of each criminal.

The Eye of Horus

Obo Gora
Thurston, Carol $35.45
Kate McKinnon has her dream job as an illustrator of the Denver Museum trying to recreate images from ancient fragments. While working on a portrait of a young girl who died in Egypt 53 centuries ago, Kate meets a talented Egyptologist and together they try to solve the mystery of a nameless mummy. Translated from English.

The Shanghai Syndrome

Shaukhtskii sindrom: roman
Tsui Saolun $24.95
A brilliant debut detective novel by the best-selling Chinese author. A clever and persistent detective tries to unravel a crime while simultaneously struggling with State Security Services, who are desperately trying to stop him.

East View serves public libraries: www.eastview.com/publiclibraries.asp
Sign up for EVMAIL new book notifications at www.eastview.com/evmail
**Science Fiction and Fantasy**

*Competitors (Fiction Novel)*  
Kokunrenty fantastičeskii roman,  

Luč ‘Ianen’ko, Sergej Vasil’evič  
$32.95  

*Demon Tamers (Fantasy Novel)*  
Ukrutiteli demonov (fantastičeskii roman),  

Kazakov, Dmitrii Livovich  
$25.95  
Ars Toprynyak knew as well as any student how hard the sciences could be to master. Especially when you are trained in a magic academy. But he could never have guessed how difficult it would be to save your destiny when live throws all of its tricks at you. When a magic device created thousand years ago takes you prisoner and demands that you summon the most terrible demon in existence… How do you keep the world from tipping over into madness? 416 p. Al’fa-kniga: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785699288373. Item No: 81547B

*Face in the Dark: Russian Fantasy*  
Lito po t’mec, ruskaià fentezi,  

Dryanov, Andrej $31.95  

*Last Fantasy Hero*  
Posledniì geroi fentezi,  

Varnavski, Andrej $25.45  
An ordinary young man, unlucky in love and fan of fantasy novels suddenly finds himself in a fantasy world, exactly like the ones in books. He starts a journey in the search of magic objects that makes the wielder irresistible to women. He meets other fellow travelers on his quest, all having their own egotistic interests. Will he learn and grow, or fall to his own appetites? 416 p. Al’fa-kniga: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785699288734. Item No: 812982B

*Way Station*  
Peresadchamai stantsii (perevod s angliiskogo),  

Simaq, Clifford D. $34.95  

*Fiction/Poetry*  

*Love of a Gone Century*  
Liubov’ ushego veka (poeticheskaia antologiia),  

Vorob’eva, Lyubov’  
$27.95  
An anthology about the power of Love. Love of a century gone, love between people, who felt, reflected, struggled, and rejoiced in their love in way we can only begin to imagine. 259 p. OLMA Media Grupp: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785573020244. Item No: 820026B

*Domestic Policy*  

*Election Swindles*  
Afery na vyborakh,  

Smirnov, Valerii Markovich  
$27.95  
Exploring behind-the-scenes events of Russian elections. Marred by scandals to the point that few trust in the honesty of Russian elections, most voters simply no longer bother to come to the polls for elections they see as rigged. This book attempts to show why this has occurred and what needs to be done to return integrity and honesty to the Russian electoral process. 237 p. Algoritm: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785926505044. Item No: 809500B

*Farce Majeur: Actors and Roles in Big Politics*  
Fars-mazhor: aktyery i rol’ bol’shoi politiki  

Kolesnikov, Andrei Ivanovich  
$41.95  
This unique book takes a close look at the cream of Russian and world politics. The author’s notices every little misstep and all the absurd phrases and speeches uttered by famous politicians. Working near V. Putin for over eight years the author has created an exclusive collection of political anecdotes about Putin and his surroundings. 399 p. Kommersant’ /EKSMO: Moscow, 2009. ISBN: 9785699287314. Item No: 821553B
**Children’s Books**

**A Collection of the Love Novels for Girls**
Kollektsia luchshikh romanov o lyubvi dlia dvorechek
Shcheglova, Irina Vladimirrovna $27.95
Novels of real-life stories and the characters - boys and girls just like all of us are or once were. Time goes by and we grow up, but love is constant! 386 p. EKSMO: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785699259960. Item No: 810903B

**Russian Songs**
Russkie pemi $20.95

**So absent-minded; poems, tales, translation**
Vot kakoi rassennyyi: stikhi, skazki, perevedy $18.45

**Lullaby for Brother**
Kolybel’naiadliabrata
Krapivin, Vladislav Petrovich $30.95
This book is about Kirill Vekshin—a brave pioneer—and his friends, who are always eager to help anyone—be they tourists caught in a forest fire or innocent being harassed by hooligans bullying the neighborhood. Also included in this book is the novella “Blue City on Sadovaya”. 576 p. EKSMO: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785779313643. Item No: 804073B

**Winnie and Little Dragon**
Vinni i drakonchik
Tomas, Valeri $36.45
A new story about Winnie, a kind but sleepy sorcerer, who gets into a strange situations and tries to get out of them by magical means. Magic words do help, but one has to know when to use them properly! How exactly? Read along and find out! 28 p. Rozovyi zhiraf: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785903497096. Item No: 811850B

**The Horse With Six Legs**
Kono’ i shezi nogakh: stikhotvornye p’esy istikhidliade ti
Samoilov, David Samoilovich $35.45

**The Day of Dreams Come True (a Novella)**
Den’ izpolneniia zhelanii [povest’]
Usacheva, Elena A. $22.95

**The Wreath of Dionysus:**
Venok Dionisa: mify Drevnei Grecii
$20.45
The installment of the “Adventure and Fantasy” series is a creative introduction to Greek mythology, with gods discussing his or her own character and their adventures in a fast-paced, entertaining style. 48 p. Belyi gorod: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785779313634. Item No: 804050B

**Adventure of Rastiapkin, Or The Dangerous Truth**
Priluchenshenie Rastiapkina, ili Opasnai apravda
Sukhova, Elena $27.95
This children’s book follows the adventures of secret agent Rastiapkin. About to meet his enemy, he has no idea what dangerous truths he will soon learn! 208 p. Azbuka-klassika: St. Petersburg, 2008. ISBN: 9785911819781. Item No: 811572B

**Johnny the Bear**
Medvezhonok Zhonni
Thompson Seton, Ernest $28.90

**Lullaby for Brother**
Kolybel’naiadliabrata
Krapivin, Vladislav Petrovich $30.95
This book is about Kirill Vekshin—a brave pioneer—and his friends, who are always eager to help anyone—be they tourists caught in a forest fire or innocent being harassed by hooligans bullying the neighborhood. Also included in this book is the novella “Blue City on Sadovaya”. 576 p. EKSMO: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785699266296. Item No: 819524B

**Winnie and Little Dragon**
Vinni i drakonchik
Tomas, Valeri $36.45
A new story about Winnie, a kind but sleepy sorcerer, who gets into a strange situations and tries to get out of them by magical means. Magic words do help, but one has to know when to use them properly! How exactly? Read along and find out! 28 p. Rozovyi zhiraf: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785903497096. Item No: 811850B

**How can you put a smile on the face of your Russian speakers in your community?**

Add a fun selection of Russian children’s books to your collection. East View makes it easy.

Choose from 72 children’s books that will capture and hold the attention of the youngest Russian readers.

Go to www.eastview.com/docs/YRlisting.pdf

Some feature classic characters. Some are brand new. All have great kid appeal.

To order, contact us by email at books@eastview.com or call us at our new number +1.952.252.1201.

Our book specialists speak Russian and English. We love to help. And we have more books for kids at www.eastview.com/children

Add a fun selection of Russian children’s books to your collection. East View makes it easy.

Choose from 72 children’s books that will capture and hold the attention of the youngest Russian readers.

Go to www.eastview.com/docs/YRlisting.pdf

Some feature classic characters. Some are brand new. All have great kid appeal.

To order, contact us by email at books@eastview.com or call us at our new number +1.952.252.1201.

Our book specialists speak Russian and English. We love to help. And we have more books for kids at www.eastview.com/children
Biographies/Memoirs

I Call the Spirit of General Vlasov
Vzvyzuan duhk generala Vlasova
Popov, Gavrill Kharitonovich $28.95
This book by the famed Russian liberal politician of the early 1990s follows his imagined conversation with General Vlasov, organizer of a Russian unit fighting with the Nazis against the Soviet Union during the World War II. The author attempts to rehabilitate Vlasov’s negative reputation. 213 p. Mezdunarodnyi universitet v Moskve: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 59248000423. Item No: 806224B

Lenin and Inessa Armand
Lenin i Inessa Armand
Sokolov, Boris Vadimovich $31.95
This important work examines the relationship of Vladimir Lenin and Inessa Armand. A mother of four and a passionate revolutionist, Inessa had an affair with the first Soviet leader. This love triangle (Lenin-Krupskaya-Armand) lasted until the death of Inessa in 1920. 365 p. Algoritm: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785926505518. Item No: 812296B

Maria Bashkirtseva: A Non-Retouched Portrait
Mariia Bashkirtseva: portret bez retushi [perevod s frantsuzskogo]
Kos'te, Kolet $28.95
This book is a celebration of Maria Bashkirtseva – an amazing woman who died tragically. The only Russian artist whose works are displayed at the Louvre, she is most famous for her diary, which was first published after her death in the late 19th century. 285 p. TERRA-Knizhny klub: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785275016185. Item No: 821942B

I Am Alive and You Are Dead: A Journey into the Mind of Philip K. Dick
Pervyiset
Sokolov, Boris Vadimovich $28.95
This book by the famed Russian liberal politician of the early 1990s follows his imagined conversation with General Vlasov, organizer of a Russian unit fighting with the Nazis against the Soviet Union during the World War II. The author attempts to rehabilitate Vlasov’s negative reputation. 213 p. Mezdunarodnyi universitet v Moskve: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 59248000423. Item No: 806224B

I Am An Egocentric: Monologues on Myself
IA egoist': monolog o sebe
Radbel’, Diana $30.45
A collection of monologue story based on exclusive interviews and with a confessionaful, all the characters of the new book by Dina Rabdel are brilliant individuals, including actors, filmmakers, singers, writers. 270 p. Vagrius: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 978590795555. Item No: 815506B

I Am Alive and You Are Dead: A Journey into the Mind of Philip K. Dick
Pervyiset
Sokolov, Boris Vadimovich $28.95
This book by the famed Russian liberal politician of the early 1990s follows his imagined conversation with General Vlasov, organizer of a Russian unit fighting with the Nazis against the Soviet Union during the World War II. The author attempts to rehabilitate Vlasov’s negative reputation. 213 p. Mezdunarodnyi universitet v Moskve: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 59248000423. Item No: 806224B

The First Set
Perevis set
Tarshishchev, Sham'el Avionovich $36.95

Vertebratia of Days Past
Poszczu mimo wchodzi..
Shvarts, Evgeny Lvovich $45.45
In the diaries of Evgeny Shvarts, one of the great Soviet playwrights, he reflects on his life and provides detailed and true portraits of his friends and contemporaries: S. Marshak, K. Chukovsky, D. Harms, H. Oleinikova, M. Zoshchenko, L. Panteleeva, B. Zhikova, K. Fedin, V. Shklovsky, M. Slonim, etc. The diaries are brilliantly written and give the reader insight into a clever, friendly, funny, and sometimes critical person. 524 p. Vagrius: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 97859690705630. Item No: 813532B

Alexey Tolstoy
Alexei Tolstoi
Vazlamov, Aleksei Nikolaevich $33.78
Alexey Tolstoy’s life centered above all else around the novel. The novel of great literature, of emigration, of power and of course, of the novels examining women. An aristocrat by birth, and an aristocrat in life, he remained a Count in Stalin Russia. Tolstoy was the consummater actor who played not one, but many roles: Poet-symbolist, writer-realist, furious egocentric, kind, and clever husband, hedonist, and epicurean. He was enamored with life, living it to the fullest. 589 p. Molodaiagvardiia: Moscow, 2008.

Maria Bashkirtseva: A Non-Retouched Portrait
Mariia Bashkirtseva: portret bez retushi [perevod s frantsuzskogo]
Kos’te, Kolet $28.95
This book is a celebration of Maria Bashkirtseva – an amazing woman who died tragically. The only Russian artist whose works are displayed at the Louvre, she is most famous for her diary, which was first published after her death in the late 19th century. 285 p. TERRA-Knizhny klub: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785275016185. Item No: 821942B

I Am Alive and You Are Dead: A Journey into the Mind of Philip K. Dick
Pervyiset
Sokolov, Boris Vadimovich $28.95
This book by the famed Russian liberal politician of the early 1990s follows his imagined conversation with General Vlasov, organizer of a Russian unit fighting with the Nazis against the Soviet Union during the World War II. The author attempts to rehabilitate Vlasov’s negative reputation. 213 p. Mezdunarodnyi universitet v Moskve: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 59248000423. Item No: 806224B

Viardo Spectre: Cancelled Happiness of Jean Turgenev
Prizrak Viard: nezvaniie ulozhennaya schast’e Inessa Turgeneva
Molova, Nina Mikhailovna $31.45
Dedicated to the three women loved by Ivan Turgenev, this book examines his search for a wife and a friend, for love and devotion. While he failed in this search, it inspired him to create wonderful literary images, what are now call “Turgenev’s Maidens.” 221 p. Algoritm: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785926506034. Item No: 817421B


I Am Alive and You Are Dead: A Journey into the Mind of Philip K. Dick
Pervyiset
Sokolov, Boris Vadimovich $28.95
This book by the famed Russian liberal politician of the early 1990s follows his imagined conversation with General Vlasov, organizer of a Russian unit fighting with the Nazis against the Soviet Union during the World War II. The author attempts to rehabilitate Vlasov’s negative reputation. 213 p. Mezdunarodnyi universitet v Moskve: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 59248000423. Item No: 806224B

I Am An Egocentric: Monologues on Myself
IA egoist’: monolog o sebe
Radbel’, Diana $30.45
A collection of monologue story based on exclusive interviews and with a confessionaful, all the characters of the new book by Dina Rabdel are brilliant individuals, including actors, filmmakers, singers, writers. 270 p. Vagrius: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 978590795555. Item No: 815506B

I Am Alive and You Are Dead: A Journey into the Mind of Philip K. Dick
Pervyiset
Sokolov, Boris Vadimovich $28.95
This book by the famed Russian liberal politician of the early 1990s follows his imagined conversation with General Vlasov, organizer of a Russian unit fighting with the Nazis against the Soviet Union during the World War II. The author attempts to rehabilitate Vlasov’s negative reputation. 213 p. Mezdunarodnyi universitet v Moskve: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 59248000423. Item No: 806224B

The First Set
Perevis set
Tarshishchev, Sham’el Avionovich $36.95

Vertebratia of Days Past
Poszczu mimo wchodzi..
Shvarts, Evgeny Lvovich $45.45
In the diaries of Evgeny Shvarts, one of the great Soviet playwrights, he reflects on his life and provides detailed and true portraits of his friends and contemporaries: S. Marshak, K. Chukovsky, D. Harms, H. Oleinikova, M. Zoshchenko, L. Panteleeva, B. Zhikova, K. Fedin, V. Shklovsky, M. Slonim, etc. The diaries are brilliantly written and give the reader insight into a clever, friendly, funny, and sometimes critical person. 524 p. Vagrius: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 97859690705630. Item No: 813532B
**History**

**Encyclopaedia of Russian statehood: From Paganism to Empire**

Eントシルアディテリウスきょうくうしむし: きょくくしむし

*Ryzhov, Konstantin Vladislavovich* $54.45


**Expurgation of the Army**

*Smirnov, German Vladimirovich* $27.95

Marshall Tukhachevsky was considered taboo after he was executed as a traitor. This book provides the reader with an opportunity to make his own judgment on the role of Tukhachevsky and his people in the history of Russia. 366 p. Algoritm: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785926504504. Item No: 812382B

**Genghis Khan and the Making of the Modern World**

*Weatherford, Jack* $33.95


**Normans: Ruses of North**

*Petrov, IUrI* $34.95

How to reconcile the never-ending dispute on the Varangians in Russia? Westerners glorify this era, calling Russia in the 9th century the domain of Scandinavian princes. Slavophiles assert that it was only fleeting episode… Here the author, an eminent historian and writer, states the Varangian problem truthfully does not exist. Why? Because, according to his conclusions, Normans and Slavs were descendant from an ancient, great super-race of the Rus. 366 p. Veche: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785953332101. Item No: 812777B

**Jump of the Samurai**

*Linder, Iosif Borisovich* $45.45


**Holodomor in Russ**

*Mironin, Sigizmund Sigizmundovich* $27.95

The author of this critical book claims that Stalin’s role in the Great Famine is a myth, and the real reason of food shortage should be attributed to the chaos of NEP and geopolitical situation. 220 p. Algoritm: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785926505525. Item No: 803731B

**Pirates: the Whip of the Seas**

*Carpenter, John* $59.45


**Stalin: the arctic shield**

*Zhukov, IUrI Nikolaevich* $41.95

Documenting and exploring the development of Russia’s northern territories starting from the late 19th century. The author claims Stalin’s strategy concerning this development was a continuation of the policy of 1884. 541 p. Vagrius: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785969704725. Item No: 817306B

**The Crosses**

*Kresty* $24.95

Many legends revolve around the famous Crosses (Kresty) prison in St. Petersburg. It is said the architect himself died in one of the cells, so he would never tell the secret of his construction. Many well-known names have gone through this castle - Gumilev, Grin, Kerensky, Trotsky, Rasputin… This book is a collection of unique documents, photographs, letters and memoirs of those deeply affected by the Crosses. 384 p. EKSMO: Moscow, 2008. ISBN: 9785609277315. Item No: 808679B

---

**The printed version of “New Releases & Bestsellers: Books in Russian” will cease with this issue.**

We will distribute the newsletter in electronic copy starting with the Fall 2009 issue.

If you would like to continue to receive our newsletter of Russian and other foreign languages, including Chinese and Arabic, please send an email to info@eastview.com and write in the subject area, “please add my email to your New Releases & Bestsellers distribution list”. Or fill out the form on the right and mail it to us.

We welcome your feedback on our newsletter, and we thank you for your continued interest!